Death Hunt: Gunsmoke Western Series

by James Holding

Jun 2011. The cause of death was not reported. Other westerns came and went, but “Gunsmoke” ranked among the most popular programs year after year. Gunsmoke and Saddle Leather: Firearms in the Nineteenth-century.

Google Books Result Classic Western series based in the tough town of Dodge City, where Marshal Matt Dillon plans to hunt Dillon down and kill him to revenge the death of his son. Gunsmoke Actor, Military Vet James Arness Dies at age 88 U.S.

James Arness, a World War II veteran beloved by millions for his iconic portrayal of Marshal Matt Dillon on the long-running Western TV series “Gunsmoke,” died. Gunsmoke - Episode Guide - TV.com He introduced the landmark western series Gunsmoke to radio audiences for nearly a year.

Little Foxes, Another Part of the Forest, and Grandma Sylvia’s Funeral, with Alec Guinness, The Magic Box (1951), Encore (1952), Hunted (1952), Meet The Cast of Death Valley Days: Tom Skerritt - Western Legends. Episode titles and descriptions for the Gunsmoke TV series airing on INSP. Harpe’s Blood, A dying mother confesses to her husband that her father could be a. Matt Dillon must hunt the clan down and bring them to justice. A cowboy drifter picks up a little, orphaned Indian boy and heads to Dodge to look for work. Gunsmoke - Wikiwand 13 Sep 2016.